2–4
players

8+

30–45
min.

GAME OVERVIEW
Architectura is a highly interactive city-building euro game.
The players take turns playing the cards to the city grid of blocks and streets. Each card has
its own value, and it may change during the game because of other cards.

SETUP

Each player takes a deck of 12 cards and 2 protection tokens of the chosen color.
They shuffle their decks, place them face down, and take 3 topmost cards in hand.

DURING YOUR TURN
...to start a new street
(the 1st or the next one)

1

Play a Card...

2

Compare the Values

or

...to the right
of an occupied space

If the value of the card to the left is…

or

...over a destroyed card

3

Resolve the Effects

There are 3 types of effects: immediate,
postponed and “At the end of the
game” ones. They are resolved accordingly.

…higher, its value increases.
The customer service in the Store
is way better than on the Market!

…lower (but not 2 times lower),
its value decreases.

Draw (a) Card(s) up
to the hand limit
4

The Park doesn’t seem so spacious
anymore with the Mansion next to it!

ADVANCED GAME

…two or more times lower, that
card is destroyed. Flip it, but leave
it on the same space.

In the basic game, all players use
identical sets of cards — the only
difference is their color.

There is no place for a Barn near the Temple!

The Advanced Variant suggests 6
additional cards, different for each
player. The players may customize their
decks by replacing several or all 6 basic
cards and perform more impressive
combos during the game.

…the same, nothing happens.
Good match!

END OF THE GAME
The game ends when 8 blocks and the number of streets equal to the number of players are filled with buildings. The players resolve
all At the end of the game effects, sum up the current values of their cards in the city, and the player with the most VP wins.

KEY SELLING POINTS

Highly interactive euro game
Only 12 cards in the basic player deck, but endless
profitable tactics and combinations
Assymetrical though perfectly balanced advanced
decks for even higher replayability
Aesthetically pleasing artwork
High-quality merchandise:
neoprene playmat
(460×670 mm)

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
48 basic cards
24 additional cards
8 block cards
8 protection tokens
Rules of play

RELEASE: available
MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €15 / $17

RIGHTS:
except

BOX
Size: 197×105×40 mm CARTON
35
Weight: 0,205 kg
Size: 380×310×310 mm

Contact: Pavel Safonov, Head of International Sales
pavel.safonov@hobbyworld.ru
Designer: Pavel Atamanchuk
Artwork: Marina Kunakasova, uildrim

